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Sitting here in the final days of August, there is a lot of
activity happening in the world of sidecars.

Our sidecar seminar at the Country Roads Motorcycle
Rally in West Virginia, went off fine and we have been
invited back next year for more seminars and a Sidecar
Safety Course. Ural was well represented at Snowshoe, and
there was quite a bit of interest in the art deco style rig being
displayed. Our friend, Juergen Kohlmeier, of Classic Sidecar
Company, came down for one evening and part of the
following day to visit with Joyce and me. He rode a new
BMW R1100R with an ARMEC Sidewinder attached. If you
have not seen this sidecar you really are missing something
truly unique. It is neither a "leaner" as we know them nor is it
a rigidly mounted sidecar. it is something else. To have seen
Juergen leaning left and right on his motorcycle and seeing
the Sidewinder keep on coming as if it were glued to the road
simply stopped the Snowshoe participants in their tracks. It
proved that in some cases one can have their cake (the ability
to lean their motorcycle) and eat it too (have a sidecar
attached).

The results from the National Rally are in and both the
USCA and the Georgia Sidecar Club had a good addition to
their respective treasuries.

Thanks to those of you out there who offered to assist
us in spreading the sidecar story. We now have state represen-
tatives in: Georgia, Wisconsin, Ohio, Louisiana, and are in
discussions with several other interested folks. These people
will be our points of contact for events in their areas and will
be coordinating with their Regional Representatives who are
currently developing job descriptions for themselves and the
state reps.

At the National Rally and the Annual Board of
Directors meeting, several important items were discussed.
Among these are:

We are announcing a logo contest for our organization.
Your Board of Directors has decided that it is time to design a
new logo for the United Sidecar Association which more
closely represents us into the next Millennium. Rules for the
contest are shown elsewhere in this issue.

The Board of Directors will be reviewing the Constitu-
tion and By-laws of the USCA to determine if the original
organizational model of the USCA is still relevant. That
structure was modeled after the Association of British Sidecar

Flying The Chair
Clubs. In a country the size of the U.S., a different model may
work better (i.e., like the BMWMOA or GWRRA structure).

The Board decided that it is necessary to form several
different National Level Committees. Those decisions will be
announced in the future. One important decision concerned
National Rallies. No longer will the USCA simply depend on
a volunteer club to plan, host and conduct a National Rally on
their own. Spencer Bennett, your Southeastern Director,
volunteered to Chair this committee. Spencer has a long
history with various rallies and has even printed up a book
concerning how to achieve successful rallies. He will be the
National Representative coordinating with the hosts of the
2000 Rally to'qiisure a high degree of success.

Good news. We have a 2000 Rally site. Please see the
announcement elsewhere in this issue for the details.

Bad news. We have, at this point, been excluded from
participation in the National Highway Transportation Safety
Commission plan for Motorcycling in the next Century. This
is not good news for sidecarists and trikers. We have called
for action across the U.S. and have begun rallying support.
We will keep you informed, but, at this time we fully expect
to have your rights and interests represented on the NHTSA
Blue Ribbon Panel.

On another topic, you saw in our last issue a member
who asked to be dropped as a member because he and his
wife had been looking for "products, tech, and safety
information" and felt none of those areas had a priority in our
magazine. I hate to say it, but I have to agree with him. Being
a volunteer organization we are at the mercy of our members
who feel like contributing. Our editor can only edit and
publish what he has on hand and is always looking for
articles and information. This is your chance to see your
information in print. Our member's resignation has also
prompted me to ask you to correspond with me and tell me
what you want this magazine to be. Write, call or e-mail me.

Final items. USCA is actively looking for individuals
who could assist the Board with advertising, items for sale
through the magazine and publicity. More ads, sidecar items
and spreading the word.
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Lean-out
Golly, it is a good feeling to get home

after a half day ride in the rain, peel off
your damp clothes and hang up your rain
suit that didn't quite do its job and know
your sidecar rig is locked in the garage,
dripping on the cement. That hot shower
feels especially good after calling in a pizza
for dinner.

Now, let me tell you about my first
camping trip with the new Ural rig. Slow
preparations actually began a week before
the camping weekend, when I tried to install
my old Plexistar 2 fairing on the Ural. Not
the best fit in the world, but I got it on, then
removed it... leaving the mounts in place...
figuring for the rest of the Ural break-in
miles I didn't want the added drag of push-
ing a windshield, but I allowed as how there
might be times when it would be handy in
the rain.

Shoot, the temperatures had been most
of 80° for a week and the forecast was more
of the same, right on through the weekend.

Next day I went out and bought a new
camp stove and a nice little stainless steel
nesting pot and pan set, then the next day I
found the "right" sized box to fit in a side of
the Ural sidecar trunk and put together my
"kitchen", figuring out how to get all the
other necessary items packed in around and
above the box.

All this is going on while assembling
the final pages of the September/October
SIDECARIST issue.

Thursday is a concentrated packing day
to rearrange the tent and sleeping bag load
and make sure the rain gear isn't hidden too
deep, but by then, the weather people are
starting to hint more at the possibility of the
80° sun going away and some wet stuff
coming through. Fact is, it seems like every
time I turn on the weather, it is holding off
and zeroing in on the Friday through Sunday
time slot for the camping trip.

Friday morning, July 16th, I get up to a
dismal looking morning but it is still dry.
But not for long. A sifting little miserable
drizzle begins to fall, which changes to a
peppering light rain.

I hate starting out in stuff like this,
especially with the idea of going camping.

After watching and grumbling for a
couple of hours, I dig out the packed rain
gear, re-arrange the load, suit up, warm up
the Ural, lock the garage and start off down
the wet street.

Well, the rain gear is working at that
point, the bike is running good and after
clearing town, getting across the Interstate
and leaving the main traffic behind on the
wandering little side roads, it actually feels
good to be headed somewhere, rain or not.
The cool, damp wind feels good on the face,
after having done the usual heating up
putting on the rain gear while just standing
around in the garage.

A Ural rig is no fast freeway flier to
begin with, let alone leaving the barn with
only 617 kilometers showing on the odom-
eter and being on a maximum break-in
speed of 42 miles per hour in top gear... 30
mph in third when you hit the steep hills
and have to shift down.

We putter along in the wet, down
through little places like Carrols, Kalama
and La Center, finally clear the traffic of
Battle Ground, and pick up more back roads
down to Camas and Washougal, where it is
time to top up the tank before the final gas-
less miles down Washington Highway 14
and the toll bridge over to Cascade Locks,
Oregon, where said campout is scheduled to
take place.

The good part at this point is, the pave-
ment is dry, heading into the Columbia
River Gorge. My spirits have picked up a bit
as a result.

Pulling into the campground, I am
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cheered even more to find fellow sidecarists
George and Bobbie Kulp, who are the main
reason that I put on the rain gear and started
off in the first place. Six months before,
George had called to tell me about the
campout... that it was practically in my
back-yard, and that he was riding up from
Pahrump, Nevada.

Pahrump is over the mountains from
Las Vegas, is better than 700 miles as the
crow flies and probably better than 1,000
miles via sidecar roads and George is 73.
That all adds up to a back-handed insult,
which translated says, "If I can make it you
sure as heck can or I'll really have some-
thing to harass you about from now on". So
there I was, happy to see George, Bobbie,
and quite a few other fellow motorcycle
campers that I have known for a lot of years,
to include Tom and Gail Griswold, Jim and
Marion Hafterson and USCA member Jack
Rayburn.

It didn't rain that afternoon, that night
or the next morning, but I didn't like the
look of the sky. And one night in a KOA
with late arrivals, screaming kids and yap-
ping dogs... not to mention all night freights
on the Union Pacific mainline just through
the trees... was enough. I had seen who I
wanted to see, talked, caught up on things
and was content.

After an early breakfast ride into town,
I broke camp, packed the Ural, looked at the
sky again and put on my rain gear... joking
that if I did, it probably wouldn't rain, but if
I didn't it probably would.

I think I felt and saw the first drops
before we ever crossed the bridge back to
Washington, but I know the drizzle had
started before covering the miles to
Bonneville Dam. Then it flat turned to rain.
There was perhaps a hundred yards of sun
north of Camas, then more rain. Battle
Ground had a fair and parade going that
day... the main highway shut down through

Lean-out..
town and poor detour signs. Must have
spent a quarter hour just trying to wander
and find our way out, then proceed west and
north to La Center and head for Woodland
and the final miles home.

It was raining pretty good coming into
Woodland and then the engine started cut-
ting out, like a plug was fouled. I limped
into the first gas station parking lot, dug out
the tool kit and checked the plugs, but both
looked OK. That's not good. It's also no fun
doing this stuff with the rain coming down
on you. Hmmm? Missing engine, plugs
good, seemingly dry under the plug caps. I
looked at the plug leads and found a dark
spot on one, where the clutch cable passed
over it. Another Hmmm. The surprise was to
find an identical dark spot on the other lead,
but nothing close to it. Hmmmmmm?

Just in case, I spoke to the lady at the
station and asked if there was an auto parts
place close by. Yes, but the only one open
on a Saturday was more than walking dis-
tance, across the freeway and was moving
into a new place. She didn't know if they
had moved yet but if they hadn't, there were
supposed to be signs to the old place.

Good thing too. That NAPA dealer was
hidden way back in an industrial complex
that a local would have had trouble finding,
let alone a sidecarist with a missing engine
in the rain. No wonder they were building a
new place easier to find.

The engine actually ran OK over to the
parts place, but I bought two new plug leads
and caps... just in case. And continued up
the back roads, rain all the way. Whatever
was happening, didn't happen all the time.

Under a good load with a few rpm's on
the engine, it didn't miss. It was when I had
to slow for a little town or stop sign when it
would cut out, but with some throttle and
load it would seem to clear up until I had to
stop again. It went that way for the last 30
miles or so back to the barn, and a good
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thing too, Kalama was
about the only place to
find shelter between
Woodland and Longview,
Washington, across the
bridge from Rainier,
Oregon. It's always an
anxious feeling to have a
bike running good for
most of a trip and then
have something not go
right. I've had it happen
just starting out on a trip,
days out from home and
just a few miles from
being home. But there is a
special frustration on
almost having made the
barn and wondering if you
will. Especially when it is
raining, your rain gear has
had a few weak points
and you can feel the
dampness underneath.
You're thinking of that
hot shower, dry clothes
and the comfort of your
own home... yet wonder-
ing if you will make it.

It was a good feeling
to close the garage door
on that wet sidecar rig.

Was it the plug wires
going bad? Possibly the
plugs? Perhaps just the
rain? Maybe a combina-
tion of several things?
Right now I don't know.
Right now I think I'll just
have another cup of
coffee. Later on I can take
a closer look at those plug
wires, the insulators and
so on.

Lean-out..
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Rally
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Everything Else
SIDECAR SANTA.

Ernie Aragon, an avid sidecar motorcycle racer/
rider, and movie stunt driver (most notably seen in the
1969 classic, "On Any Sunday"), will make his debut
this holiday season as "Sidecar Santa", in a unique
holiday card for a nonprofit group -- Lincoln Training
Center of South El Monte, California.

Ernie first learned of the Center, and its mission
of job skills training and employment for people with
mental and physical disabilities, through his local
Rotary Club. He came up with a novel way to support
Lincoln by sponsoring a holiday greeting card, with
proceeds from sales of the cards to be used to help
people with disabilities find jobs.

A talented Lincoln client named Michael, who
daily faces the challenges of a developmental disability,
sketched a colorful cartoon "Ernie" in a Santa suit,
riding on his sidecar, and "Sidecar Santa" was born.

"Now all my fellow motorcyclists can have a
holiday card they can relate to -- and send to their
friends and families," says Ernie. And as Ernie points
out, purchasing these cards fulfills two purposes,
"you're able to send a fun holiday greeting card that
expresses your lifestyle, and your purchase is a chari-
table donation that helps people with disabilities."

"Sidecar Santa" is available at $15 for 25 cards,
and personalization available. Call (800)949-438, 2643
Loma Ave., S. El. Monte, CA 91733.
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Everything Else..
BLUE RIBBON
CONFERENCE.

The Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF)
and the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA) have announced the dates and
location of the upcoming Blue Ribbon Confer-
ence for the development of the National Agenda
for Motorcycle Safety.

The two-day conference will take place
November 12-13, 1999, at the Hyatt Regency
Phoenix in Phoenix, Arizona. Attendees will
include representatives from the motorcycle
press, insurance, research, training, education,
medicine, law enforcement and rider interests
industry sectors. Conference participants will
help define the most pressing issues of motor-
cycle safety for the coming decade and beyond.

Already in its early stages, the draft of the
National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety will be
mailed to registrants and discussed at the confer-
ence. Additional information provided by confer-
ence participants will be gathered for further
editing and refinement prior to the document's
final draft and publishing.

For conference registration information and
travel services, please contact LCI Meeting
Services at (800)381-2453. A nominal participant
fee will be charged to help defray conference
expenses.

MSF is a national, not-for-profit organiza-
tion promoting the safety of motorcyclists with
programs in rider-training, operator licensing and
public information. MSF is sponsored by the
U.S. manufacturers and distributors of BMW,
Ducati, Honda, Harley-Davidson, Kawasaki,
Suzuki and Yamaha motorcycles.
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Product Review
YELLOW DRYBAGS/
SADDLEBAGS

Aerostich/ Riderwearhouse recently an-
nounced their Drybags/ Saddlebags are now
available in yellow for enhanced visibility.
These new easy-loading drybags and waterproof
saddlebags are constructed of extremely tough
seam-sealed PVC impregnated material and are
functional and rugged.

The Yellow Drybags come in three sizes:
Small (10"x19"). Medium (11"x21") and Large
(12"x24"). A full length opening across the long
dimension of the bag allows access to what you
need without unloading half the bags' contents.
All are sized for strapping across a rack or
saddle.

The matching Drybag Saddlebags are top-
loading waterproof throw-overs made of the
same materials and measure 15"x10"x8". Capa-
cious enough for a camping trip, these bags will
fit ahead of the turn signals on all motorcycles
and are ideal for use on dual sport and sport
bikes. If you travel during bad weather or times
of low visibility, these bags will enhance your
visual signature which decreases the chance of
being a traffic accident.

To order, or for more information, contact
Aerostich/ Riderwearhouse at 1-800-222-1994 or
Eight South 18th Avenue West, Duluth, MN
55806-2148.

Drybags (specify yellow, red or black):
Small #930 $47.00. Medium #931 $57.00. Large
#932 $67.00.

Drybag Saddlebags (specify yellow or
black) #912 $167.00.

AEROSTICH EVAP-O-
DANNA.

This Aerostich Evap-O-Danna is made from
.anew technical combination of soft synthetic
fabrics to hold more water than ordinary cloths.
It is claimed to be more comfortable to wear
compared to gel/crystal filled fabric tube ties
made for neck cooling.

Material is similar to that used in super-
absorbent "camping towels", so it makes a great
washcloth or drying towel, too. It's black color
permits quick drying in the sun, absorbs heat on
cooler days.

In hot weather, wet the Evap-O-Danna and
wrap it around your neck for a cool solution to
blistering summer rides. [They send a press
release like this for a Fall magazine deadline? ed]

For cold weather, use it dry, fastened around
neck as a bandanna. It also makes a great general
purpose rag for drying off a wet saddle, and
cleaning a faceshield or windshield. Machine and
hand washable. $7.00, catalog # 2250 from
Aerostich/Riderwearhouse at 1-800-222-1994.

YELLOW DRYBAGS/SADDLEBAGS
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Rig
[Reprinted from the Summer 1999 issue of the
NORTHERN ILLINOIS SIDECARIST]
By Ed Johnson

In May of 1998, I decided to sell
my 1995 BMW LT1100/XL Heding-
ham rig. For the first year, 1995, it
behaved admirably. In its second year,
1996, it developed a bad low speed
front end wobble. The front wheel and
tire were replaced, to no avail. I put up
with the problem in 1997, having the
steering head bearings tightened several
times, which would help for a short
period of time.

Early in 1998, I had the sidecar
removed from the motorcycle, all of the
fittings and sub frame checked, new
springs and shocks for the Unit leading
link front end replaced, new sidecar
brake shoes, sidecar wheel bearings
checked, etc., new steering head
bearings, and the splines lubricated.

Again, it worked fine for a short
period, then the wobble began again. I
ordered a larger, heavy duty steering
damper as a band aid approach, but
never had the opportunity to mount it,
as I sold the motorcycle and sidecar.

I had figured that at the high price
of $16,000 that it would take close to a
year to sell it. It went in six weeks. I
gave the man that bought the hack the
larger steering damper, honestly
believing that this would at least hide
the problem. It did not! A later report
from Bob Saxer, a local Northern
Illinois Sidecarist that took a test ride on
it, was that the problem was now a
dangerous one.

Not having a conveyance of my
own, I became quite content riding as a
passenger in my wife's California II
Sidecar that is hooked up to a 1997
Honda Goldwing, Aspencade model. I
could sit comfortably, under cover,

WHAT ELSE CAN GO WRONG?

while she braved the elements. With an
open floor vent, and the airflow going
out the side windows, it was a comfort-
able ride even in the hottest of weather.
Looking over, Marilyn could see me
filing my nails, or catching up on the
reading of my motorcycle newsletters
and magazines.

After several months of taking
me as a passenger in her sidecar,
Marilyn got tired of snapping me in and
out, and took me to the nearest Honda
dealer, Joliet, Illinois. There in a corner,
not well lit, was a black, thinly covered
with dust, 1997 new leftover Honda
Goldwing SE. This was just what I was
looking for, as I intended to order a
black Watsonian, Cambridge model
sidecar.

In the past, Kurt Liebhaber,
Waterman, Illinois, has mounted a
number of sidecars for me, with a
minimum of problems. Not so this
time! The first surprise, the motorcycle
is not black, it is midnight blue (pearl
sapphlie blue). The key tag read black,
the bill of sale listed black as .the color,
and it looked black to me. However,
when Kurt placed the sidecar next to

the motorcycle to be mounted, the color
difference was apparent. It cost
$1,300.00 to have the sidecar painted.
Extra mounting hardware had to be
ordered from England, and when
received it was still inadequate. I
wanted a sidecar brake operated from
the front wheel brake lever. And now
the expensive problem arrives.

The master brake cylinder does
not have enough capacity to do this. So,
Champion sidecars had one machined
so that it would work. Somehow, brake
fluid came into contact with the plastic
fairing, etc., and I had to pay roughly
$1,600.00 for parts and labor to have
the parts replaced. The problem was
that the seals in the sidecar wheel brake
caliper were leaking, making it
impossible to bleed the brakes for
proper operation. The manufacturer
sent another brake caliper. While
removing the defective part, it was
discovered that the sidecar wheel had
extra play. The hub was a sloppy fit on
the stub axle. I have written a letter to
Watsonian in regards to this. It took
seven months to get the kinks out of the
outfit, but it is on the road now and it
handles very well.
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Rally

By Ed Johnson
The annual Pow Wow was held June 4, 5, 6,

1999, at the 4H Campground in Pontiac, Illinois.
This campout has been held each year since
1981. Until recently, the site changed each year,
but now we go back to the 4H Campground
every year. The facilities are excellent. A kitchen
is available, there is a large building for tents and
camping trailer in case of bad weather. The
washrooms are clean and well maintained.

Where is there a campground, such as this
one, where you can pay only $6.00 per tent per
night? A walk-in fee is only $2.00 per person per
day. If you are there Friday night, you receive a
free hot dog, two if you like.

 The promoter is the Northern Illinois
Sidecarists. In charge this year were Jim Fousek
and Marilyn Johnson, assisted by Donna Fousek,
Rob and Debbie Wenzel and Jeanine Johnson.

A fully equipped play ground is available
for the children. A sidecar clinic, presided over
by Jim Gribben, answers technical questions
about sidecar installation. He also measures the
sidecars, if requested, for proper alignment.
There is a breakfast and a dinner ride. Fabulous
bingo is held Saturday evening. A church service
is available.

POW WOW

Attendance consistently
remains around the 100 mark
each year. The weather this year
was near perfect. If you did not
attend this year, please come
next year. And those that did
come, please return in 2000.

[Reprinted from the Summer 1999 issue of the
NORTHERN ILLINOIS SIDECARIST]
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Expo
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Expo..
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Outfits

By Jack Zollars
Here are some pictures of my KLR650

Tengai hack hook-ups. The bike is a 1990
Kawasaki Tengai with a California Companion (I
think).

The sub-frame construction and idea was
done by Doug Bingham at Side Strider in Van
Nuys, California (see the ad on the Manufactur-
ers & Services page in this issue). Doug built the
sub-frame and attached the sidecar frame in
January, 1999. I have since put approximately
4,000 miles on the rig with no problems with the
sub-frame or hack (Jack rode this rig to the Brass
Monkey at El Golfo, Mexico, the article appear-
ing in our July-August, 1999 issue -- ed).

As you can see from the pictures, the sub-
frame is attached to front upper motor mount on
the frame down tube, around the lower frame just
aft of the down tube, then it is attached to the
foot peg mount and then to the frame tab just
below the air cleaner and rear brake master
cylinder reservoir.

I replaced the rear shock spring with a
Progressive Suspension item and this stopped the
rear sag. The spring was a real job getting on the
shock but the handling
change was very dramatic.

I have driven the rig
approximately 2,000 miles in
the dirt since January, 1999,
and it is a lot of fun. My next
change will be a modification
for the front forks.

The bike is currently
waiting for a new head.
Seems the auto-compression
release came loose at 31,000
miles and holed the head,
destroyed the cam bearings,
holed the cam cover and in
general made for a very bad
day.

Derek and Robert Lake, of Elizabeth,
California, try on the fit of the Zollars KLR/

Companion outfit.

JACK ZOLLARS' TENGAI /CALIFORNIA COMPANION RIG

As I am new to KLR650s, I can't find
anyone to tell me whether this is a common
happening, or did I ruin it.
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Outfits..
JACK ZOLLARS' TENGAI /CALIFORNIA COMPANION RIG..

The sub-frame is attached to
front upper motor mount on
the frame down tube, around
the lower frame just aft of the
down tube, then it is attached

to the foot peg mount and
then to the frame tab just

below the air cleaner and rear
brake master cylinder

reservoir.

The top forward sub-frame
assembly had to be angled out

to clear the body work that
conceals the coolant overflow

tank forward of the KLRs
large fuel tank. The Tengai
lower belly pan body work
was removed and a set of

highway pegs added to the
front downtube.

Sidecar strut attachment points are
at the upper part of each vertical

arm of the sub-frame assembly and
at the lower edge, giving good
triangulation to the four point

mounts.
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Tires

By Bob Anderson
Tires. We all use them and as sidecarists are

especially interested in which tires will give us
the most life.

While this commentary will probably not be
of much interest to USCA members running big
touring bikes with sidecars, it may be of interest
to those of you, who like myself, also have an
interest in puttering around in the dirt with a dual
purpose machine.

Before dual purpose bikes became as
popular as they have in the past two decades, a
lot of us just ran a Dunlop K-70, unless we
wanted a bit more bite in the dirt and slapped a
Trials Universal on our Triumphs. Even when the
first Yamaha DT-1s came out in 1968, they were
being fitted with Trials Universals. And as late as
1979, my SP370 Suzuki came with Trials Uni-
versals.

Trials Universals also came as stock tires on
my Kawasaki 238 Sidewinder in 1970, my
Triumph 250 Trail in 1971 and my Honda
XL350 in 1974.

Then things changed.
When I bought a Honda XL600R in August

of 1986, it was wearing a Dunlop K550 up front
and a Dunlop K750 in the rear. They had
changed the rules and I believe at the time some
of the companies were using a term to the effect
of an "environmentally more friendly tire".
Hmmmm? Was this going to be as good a tire as
the old Trials Universals?

Well, yes they were better on the highway.
Fact was, it was amazing how much better
handling on the road the new dual purpose
machines were with the K550s, K750s, the
equivalent Bridgestone Trail Wings and I think I
remember some machines being fitted with an
alternate Yokohama.

DUAL SPORT TIRES FOR SIDECARS

Believe it or not, the tire on the left that is
about to be removed from the KLR650, has
16,705 miles on it. Of course, that is solo use,
but still about three times the mileage that

standard issue tires give on dual purpose bikes
these days. The Avon Gripster on the right is

the next "test" item.

TIRE EQUIVALENT WIDTHS
Metric Std. Low Profile Alpha

Inch Inch Numeric
80 3.00 3.60 MH
90 3.25 3.60 MJ
90 3.50 4.10 ML
100 3.75 4.10 MN
110 4.00 4.60 MN
120 4.50 4.25/85 MR
130 5.00 5.10 MT
140 5.50 - MU
150 6.00 - MV
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The bad side was tire life. Only about one
third of what I had been getting with rear Trials
Universals, but up front about the same. Of
course, I have to admit to a variable being a lot
more engine power on tap, but I am a fairly
moderate (some say sedate) rider.

Yes, while I had been getting about 16,000
miles on a rear Trials Universal, the new dual
sport tires were averaging at best, a little over
6,000 miles. A test Transalp in 1988 was project-
ing to 3,954 miles and a KLX in 1993 was
projecting to 4,750 miles. Not good in my book.

It was time to do some "experimenting".
The XL600R was traded in on a Kawasaki

KLR650, new in 1988, and wearing a Dunlop
K750 5:10x17 on the rear and a K550 up front.
(Just to clarify something, the shop manual listed
either a K750, K750A or K550 as alternate tires.)

I am still riding that KLR650, 11 year later
and here are some tire findings.

The OEM K750 rear tire was replaced at
6,336 miles with a smaller 4:60x17 Cheng Shin
that I found on special at a ridiculous price of
something like $13.95, never mind it is a smaller
tire that is basically found on 250cc dual purpose
bikes. I had to try it.

The Cheng Shin did a road trip to Utah,
local riding and a two-day Barstow to Vegas
before it picked up a nail and I replaced it at
4,598 miles, figuring if I had to pull the wheel to
replace a tube I'd also slap on a new tire. The
Cheng Shin was nothing you wanted to take a
fast curve with, but for the price it did OK.

In February of 1990, a local cycle parts shop
ran a special on a set of dual sport tires made by
Kenda. Again, for the price, I just HAD to buy a
set and the 5:11107 six-ply rating tire went on
the rear of the KLR... definitely the hardest tire I
have ever mounted on a rim! A real workout and
I'm thankful I never had to try and remove it to
repair a punctured inner tube.

Not counting an out and out knobby, that
Kenda was the spookiest tire I have ever had on a
bike, when it came to going around a corner or
through a curve. New, the lugs measured an
impressive 19/32nds of an inch in length, and
those side lugs wobbled around like long fingers
unless the bike was being ridden in a straight line
or in the dirt.

Of course, in a sidecar context, you
wouldn't be leaning anyway, and here comes the
good part.

Nine years later, that Kenda finally came off
the rear of the KLR with 16,705 miles on it and
probably 2,000 miles left to go. (Yes, very low
yearly mileage due to the fact that the KLR spent
time in various garages while I was putting miles
on over 30 test bikes.)

The tire replacing the Kenda is an Avon
Gripster, to match the one that has been on the
front of the KLR for over 13,000 miles with
probably as much left to go.

Why not simply go back to a Trials Univer-
sal? Well, back when they changed tires, they
pulled another trick on us. Rims went from 18
inch to 17 inch.

Tires..
DUAL SPORT TIRES FOR SIDECARS..
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Rally
By Mary A. Wiedl

Bigfoot Sidecar 1999 International Rendez-
vous, Lake Wallowa State Park, Joseph, Oregon,
July 16-18, 1999.

Well, I can hardly believe the rally has
come and gone. As the main rally host (and
thanks to the others that helped!), all I remember
is working at the registration table most of the
time. It was a busy time as folks came in steadily
all day Friday and most of Saturday. There were
rigs in from eight states (WA, OR, CA, ID, NV,
AZ, PT and FL) and two Canadian provinces
(AL,BC) -- that was about 85 people all together
with a few visitors that I did not catch -- on 35
rigs and about 10 solo bikes. For being out there
in the far northeast of Oregon, this was a very
good turn out.

The registration went smoothly and many
folks contributed generously to the raffle for
Chris and Jim Dodson. Ed Taylor donated a
beautiful stainless steel fold up BBC! and we
added three helmets just to make it interesting.
We were able to gather about $200 for Chris and
Jim and the club doubled the amount. Jim and
Chris as editors of HACK'D magazine have been
avid promoters of sidecarring forever and we all
wanted to help them in this difficult time. I
received a letter from Jim in appreciation for our
gift, which was very nice. He is hanging in there
with the typical side effects from cancer treat-
ments but it upbeat. Also we all signed a rally T-
shirt with good wishes to Jim.

The weather was great -- warm up till
Saturday night dinner. The BBQ roasted-brine
marinated turkey with salads and bread was
delicious. But the homemade ice cream dessert
was a bit chilly but I did not see anyone refuse a
scoop or two. Afterwards we had the awards and
doorprizes. We zipped through the awards due to
the cold and headed back to camp.

There were no games due to the lack of
space at the rally site. But folks found plenty to
do in the area. The town of Joseph re-enacted the

BIGFOOT TRAVELS TO OREGON

biggest bank robbery they ever had, on Saturday,
and lots went to watch. One of the actors got
kicked by his horse, went down hurt and a
number of kids were not sure if it was supposed
to be part of the show. According to locals, one
of the robbers came back and worked at the bank
after he got out of jail. Interesting.

Others went for rides in the area such as to
Imnaha and the Snake River/Oxbow area. There
were museums in town and art galleries and
decent restaurants and other sites to see. Others
tried paddling on the lake or ski-dooing but it got
too windy and the rangers made them come to
shore. A good lot of us just hung around camp,
jabbered a bunch, took in the sun and kicked
tires. Oh yeah, and fed the seemingly tame deer
that wander freely throughout the campground.
Big deer, with lots of antlers, some with fawns,
and usually two or three together. Kind of gives
you a start to turn around with your morning
coffee and be nose to nose with a full grown
stag!

Folks took off starting early on Sunday
morning. Some of us took it at a more leisurely
pace and left in the afternoon. I was so pleased
that there were no accidents or incidents that
stranded folks, other than a bad bearing or two,
some ignition troubles and a rough running
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Dnepr, all of which were fixed well enough for
folks to get home. Although when I returned
home, I did have a message from one pre-regis-
tered couple who hit a deer just outside of their
hometown and thus did not make it (bike was
kaput, they sustained only minor injuries, dead
deer). I meandered on home and slumped on the
couch! For a-first-time-run at putting on a rally, it
was an ordeal but one worth repeating sometime
in the future.

Wish I could remember more of the myriad
of conversations I had with people. But is is all a
whirl in my brain. So I contacted a couple of
folks and asked them about their impressions.
Many folks had never been to the Wallowa area
before and were impressed with the beauty of the
valley, its history wrapped up with the Nez Perce
Indians and the remoteness of the area. Several
folks went up the mountainside in the gondola
and said you could see three states (WA, OR, ID)
from the top and down into the Snake River
Canyon. All would like to come again to see
some more of the area.

We were a quiet bunch compared to the
group of bicyclists in the group area the day
before we arrived. By 10:30 p.m. it was zzz time
and only a few of us were solving the problem of
the world sitting around the embers of a dying
fire. But boy were we up early -- often out
walking or sipping coffee before 6:00 a.m. -- had
to wait for the lodge restaurant to open up for
breakfast.

As rally host, I was always a bit over-
whelmed but managed to muddle my way
through. I want to thank all who came and
especially those that have called or written since.
It is nice to know one's efforts were appreciated.
This was a real learning experience for me. I
renewed old acquaintances and made some new
ones. Hope you all did the same and that you had
an enjoyable ride home.

Rally..
BIGFOOT TRAVELS TO OREGON..

Award Winners
Youngest Passenger -- went to two young ladies

who alternated in the sidecar all the way down from
Grandview, Washington-- Tiffany and Kristen Wright.

Youngest Sidecar Driver -went to the youngest
passengers' father -- Norman Wright.

Oldest Sidecar Driver -went to a man who must
have a stack of these, Walt Healy out of Alberta,
Canada -- still riding at 86.

Oldest Sidecar Passenger -went to Joella Toppi
who is still enjoying traipsing around in a rig.

Long Distance Sidecar Ride -- went to Lacy
Blair, all the way up from San Diego, CA, in some
very hot weather and his companion Aletha, who came
by plane to Portland to join him. They and I rode out
from Portland on Thursday; it was nice to ride with
another but I have to remember I am not riding alone...
one quick turn at a junction and I about lost them.

Long Distance Solo Ride -went to Linn and
Roger Hoover who came up from Tucson, AZ, to visit
family in Oregon, with all of them coming to the rally.

Long Distance Tour -- went to Gordon Johnson
from California via Cheyenne, Wyoming and all scenic
areas in between.

Tuff Luck, eh -- went to Jay and Tara Giese
whose trailer wheel bearing decided to give out in
Pasco, WA, with a Jehovah's Witness convention in
town which meant every, and that is every, motel room
in town was taken -- slept in a sand field with wind,
thunder and lightning and traffic noise. Yikes.

Oldest Sidecar Rig -- went to Lani Hoover whose
family came up from Arizona with a 1967 Harley-
Davidson with a 1954 sidecar.

Biggest and best -- went to Jim Dodson for all his
support for the sidecarring community.

People's Choice -- went to Lani Hoover with the
1967 H-D rig -- I think her entire family voted!!!
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Rally
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR

By Neil Jameson
Mariposa was of course a success due to the

meeting of old rigs, older friends, newer rigs and
the camaraderie of being with sidecarists. The
Friday night BBQ which has become a perma-
nent feature was really good, and it sure helps
out the local non-profit groups. Our Saturday
games were fun, as always, and I was glad to see
new people trying their hand at it. The ride up to
Mt. Bullion for dinner and show-and-tell of
course has beautiful scenery and great food, plus
you don't have to do the dishes and it's asham-
edly cheap. But after all, you get to witness your
tax dollars at work, and I feel that the youth
program there is far more beneficial than what
the politicians down in the valley are doing with
our moneys. We were surprised at the number of
new faces, but dismayed at all the missing ones.

90 people, 31 rigs, 12 two wheelers.

As you know, I try to keep the awards
ceremony on Saturday night, as short as possible,
but John Baber and the like always make me
drag it on... The Oldest Combination Rig/Rider/
Driver award went to Arnold and Elizabeth
Tunaley and their 85 BMW/86 EML: 175 years.
The Oldest Rig award went to Michael Wiess for
his 1945 H-D with 1942 H-D sidecar. The
Youngest Driver award went to Perry Mathews at
age 31, and the Youngest Passenger was Sam
Lewis, age two. We gave the Oldest Driver
award yet again to Eric Grant at age 89, and
Marcia Young got the Oldest Passenger award
[age privileged information -- you want to know,
ask Marcia!]. Long Distance Solo went to Robert
Goodwin who had moved to Yuma, Arizona, and
the Long Distance Sidecar went to Del Ryan
from Phoenix, Arizona, only he's not from
Phoenix anymore. Long Distance Any Method
went to Rod and Angie Hooper from British
Columbia, who came on four wheels instead of
three, but who cares? We're just glad to see them.

Jay Giese, who now has a Sputnik
dealership up in Washington, and is Secty-treas
of the Sidecar Industry Council, put on a well-
attended sidecar clinic. He and Tara hold the
Yakima Unrally over Memorial Weekend, which
sounds like a lot of fun.

We made enough money to fund the news-
letter for the coming year, but attendance was
way down. I don't know if it was because it was
Father's Day, which being a father I was really
glad to be able to go to something I really wanted
to do. We didn't want to repeat the debacle with
the family reunion, and the following weekend is
Bridgeport. So, I need your feedback -- if you
weren't there, why not? What can we do to get
you to come and have a good time with us again
next year? It's planned for Father's Day next year
too -- June 18-19, 2000. If this doesn't work for a
majority of us, let me know so I can work with
the fairgrounds. Is the weekend before more
convenient? We were worried about school still
being in session.
[Reprinted from the SIERRA PACIRW,
SIDECARISTS September, 1999, Newsletter]
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Event

By Doug Bingham
Some of us can't take the time off to ride to distant

events like the Mariposa Sidecar Rally over Fathers Day
weekend, but we do have the option to get away for a few
hours and visit with other motorcyclists and sidecarists.

Again this year, one of the places to do this was
Century Motors, 1640 South Pacific Avenue in San
Pedro, California. Thanks to Cindy, the owner, we all
have a chance to check out new and vintage bikes as well
as rigs.

If you're in the Los Angeles area, keep it in mind for
June of 2000.

FATHER'S DAY AT CENTURY MOTORS
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Event

The Southern California
Ride for Kids was run on may
16, 1999 from Torrance, Cali-
fornia, under ocean-blue skies
with 15 smiling young brain
tumor patient children nestled
snugly in a squadron of sharp
looking sidecars provided by
sidecar czar Doug Bingham and
friends.

In fact, we set a record
with 31 patients, siblings and
parents riding on bikes and in
the sidehacks.

Hollywood sent two great
ambassadors of good will,
motorcyclists Perry King and
Mickey Jones, and our friends
at the Honda Rider's Club
invited legendary Daytona
champion Miguel Duhamel and
the super knee-dragger Eric
Bostrom, both of the Honda
Race Team, to meet the kids
and wish the riders well for
their efforts.

The motorcycle media was
in attendance with Fred Rau of
MOTORCYCLE CONSUMER
NEWS, Nick Hoppner of
WING WORLD and the Moto-
World TV film crew. They were
joined by two Los Angeles TV
teams in recording the day's
festivities.

RIDE FOR KIDS - TORRANCE CALIFORNIA

Photos: Doug Bingham
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Event..
RIDE FOR KIDS - TORRANCE CALIFORNIA..

Photos: Doug Bingham

It is common for us to get
outstanding police support at
these Pediatric Brain Tumor
Foundation motorcycling
events, but we experienced a
first when Police Chief Timm
Browne of the Palos Verde
Estates P.D. not only rode his
motorcycle up front with his
officers supporting us, but he
also was one of our Top Fund
Raisers.

Task Force leader Brian
Tinkler, a host of Honda Asso-
ciates from the Torrance Honda
corporate headquarters where
the event started and ended,
combined with a large number
of GWRRA members, worked
diligently registering 650 riders,
passengers and fund raising
volunteers.

This event had many high
moments not the least of which
was the PBTF's Allan Hughes'
announcement that the motor-
cyclists had raised over $85,500
in the search for the cause and
cure of childhood brain tumors.

If you have knowledge of
a family who has a child with a
brain tumor that may wish
additional information regard-
ing pediatric brain tumors, the
Pediatric Brain Tumor Founda-
tion has a nurse on staff to
assist with such inquiries.
Please have them call 1-800-
253-6530 to contact us.

For more information on
the Ride For Kids program
please call (828)665-6891.
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S/C Clubs
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INSTRUCTOR CORNER
By David L. Hough, President, USCA Sidecar Safety Program

SSP

The End of the World
1999 was a busy year for the Sidecar

Safety Program. Cundiff Simmons managed an
excellent sidecar instructor course in
Lynchburg, Virginia in April, for which he was
advanced to an SSP Chief Instructor. Victor
Had was also appointed a Chief Instructor
during an instructor prep in Madison, Wiscon-
sin in June.

In August, USCA President Jim Cain,
Cundiff Simmons, and I did a presentation
about the success of the Virginia program, at
the State Motorcycle Safety Administrators'
conference in Milwaukee.

In addition to a "show and tell" about how
sidecar training had been integrated into the
motorcycle courses offered by the Motorcycle
Safety League of Virginia, we added a little
fuel to the fire by suggesting that all state rider
training programs should consider their obliga-
tions to train three-wheeled motorcyclists as
well as two-wheelers.

By the time you read this, we will have
completed a third instructor preparation course
in Seattle, in September. This SIP was spon-
sored by the Evergreen Safety Council, and
taught by David Hough, with assistance by
SSP instructor Jay Giese.

ESC is planning to add sidecar training on
a regular basis to it's other courses. They are
the second largest motorcycle training site in
Washington.

2-wheeler vs. 3-wheeler training
One of the reasons why it is difficult for

rider training sites to include sidecar courses is
that state administrators are focused

very specifically on two-wheeler training
which they have obtained from the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation. Some states are so in-
volved with MSF curricula that they do not

allow any other courses to be offered.

In Washington, for example, the Depart-
ment of Licensing has a regulation requiring
that only MSF motorcycle courses be allowed.
The Evergreen Safety Council had to obtain
special permission to conduct sidecar courses.

We are continuing to suggest that sidecar
training should be part of the state motorcycle
safety program, and that novice sidecar stu-
dents should receive the same tuition subsidy
as for novices being trained on two-wheelers.

Wisconsin accepts sidecar course as license
exam waiver

In Wisconsin, we were able to convince
the motorcycle safety administrator and the
Department of Licensing to allow successful
completion of a sidecar course to provide a
waiver for the licensing test.

The Department of Licensing had required
the driver of a sidecar or trike who didn't
already have a motorcycle license to take an
on-the-street driving test. A trike driver had
flunked the driving test twice. (both for rea-
sons not related to skill) The state was about to
require that the trike driver take an MRC/RSS
"beginner" class on a two wheeler, even
though he had a physical handicap.

We convinced the administrators that a
sidecar course would be a much better ap-
proach to their problem. As it happens, we
have newly trained sidecar instructor Warren
Popa in Milwaukee. Warren offered to provide
a Driving A Sidecar course. We've found that
trikes can be included in our sidecar courses
with no problems.

We would like to see other states allow
completion of a sidecar course in lieu of a
driving test. We've heard from some in the
sidecar industry who assumed this was already
the situation, but it isn't that easy. State licens-
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SSP..
ing departments don't change their rules just
because someone offers a sidecar course.

If you think a test waiver would be a good
idea in your state, make your feelings known
to the licensing department and to the state
motorcycle safety coordinator.

Sidecar Training Rigs
Over the years, several training rigs have

been donated to the Sidecar Safety Program.
These rigs had been used in Northern Illinois,
but over the years had deteriorated to inoper-
able condition.

Vic Hari has taken possession of these
rigs, and is in the process of getting them
operable. He was able to get two of the rigs
running and transported to the Madison, WI
instructor course.

Any training site with a currently certified
sidecar instructor can arrange to borrow these
rigs. We would expect the sponsor to arrange
for transport plus a small fee to help offset
maintenance. For more information, contact
Vic Hari, 233 N. Hartwell, Gilman, IL 609938.
(815) 265-4547 or 4579.

Old Sidecar Safety Course no longer
certified

The original sidecar courses offered in
Northern Illinois were usually called the
"sidecar safety program", and were for experi-
enced sidecarists.

About five years ago we started work on a
comprehensive upgrade, including a course for
novices—those with little or no sidecar or
motorcycle experience. Since then, we've been
rapidly improving our two courses, "Driving A
Sidecar" (for novices) and "Advanced Sidecar
Driving" (for experienced hackers who would
like to brush up their knowledge and skill)

We provided opportunities for sidecar
instructors to be updated to the new curricula.
Some instructors took advantage of that in-
structor training, some didn't. A few instructors

were recertified to teach the Advanced Sidecar
Driving course only.

As we announced last year, the cutoff date
for teaching the "old" sidecar safety course
was July 1, 1999. If you wish to teach the old
SSP course, we won't stand in your way, but
we no longer certify that course, and won't
offer insurance for it.

Under no circumstances will we give
permission for anyone who is not fully certi-
fied to teach or assist in teaching a Driving A
Sidecar novice course. That could put our
insurance in jeopardy.

If you wish to teach the novice "Driving A
Sidecar" course, it is necessary for you to be
certified, and the only way to do that is to take
an instructor preparation course.

We sincerely thank those instructors who
developed the original "sidecar safety pro-
gram" and put in so much effort over the years
promoting it. Your ideas have been expanded,
and are now rapidly evolving into a compre-
hensive nationwide sidecar training program
which state motorcycle safety administrators
are now eyeing for inclusion with their two-
wheeler courses.

Sidecar Course Insurance
For years, many motorcycle instructors

said they would teach sidecar courses if they
could get insurance coverage. Insurance po-
lices for most rider training sites won't cover
sidecar courses, because they are based on
two-wheeler curricula.

This year we were able to obtain insur-
ance, based on a review of our curricula by an
insurance underwriter.

The SSP purchased a $1 million nation-
wide liability policy for sidecar training,
accessible by any currently certified SSP
sidecar instructor.

The current cost is $6 per novice student,
or $4.50 per advanced student. Instructors in
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SSP..
training are considered to be "students", too.

To obtain coverage, simply notify the SSP
office of the course sponsor, instructor, the
classroom location, your range location, and
the dates. Send payment for the number of
students to the SSP Treasurer, Tim Colbum.

The initial annual cost of this group
policy was greater than our anticipated income
from training sites for the first couple of years,
but we needed to make the plunge. Since the
only income to the SSP is from sales of our
book Driving A Sidecar Outfit, we won't be
able to continue insurance indefinitely unless
we begin to break even.

An end to the Instructor Corner?
We are considering discontinuing this

column. The SSP is very appreciative of the
opportunity to include our training information
in The Sidecarist, but it may not be mutually
beneficial.

First, there have been complaints by
USCA members that The Sidecarist includes
too much "instructor" information, and too few
articles about riding skills or sidecar engineer-
ing.

That is a valid complaint. Our approach
has been to include information about where to
find books and training. If you feel this space
in The Sidecarist would be put to better use for
information such as driving tips, speak up.

Second, it has come to our attention that
the information from this column has been
taken out of context by non-instructors, to the
embarrassment or detriment of the Sidecar
Safety Program.

It doesn't make sense for us to publish
information which is available to everyone,
and then hear that it has been used against us.

Third, many sidecar instructors don't
belong to the USCA, and therefore don't have
access to this column.

Membership in the USCA is not a require-

ment of being an SSP instructor. Back in 1995,
at the USCA National rally in Wisconsin Dells,
we agreed to include an instructor column in
The Sidecarist as the primary means of keep-
ing all SSP instructors aware of what was
happening. No one offered a better idea at the
time.

At the SMSA conference in August, an
"old guard" sidecar instructor told us he felt
betrayed and left out, and didn't know what
was happening other than what ,was published
by his regional sidecar club. He wasn't inter-
ested in paying money to get updated.

This individual is not a member of the
USCA, so he hasn't been reading this column.
To make communication even less likely, he
had never attempted to call or write any of the
SSP staff, and doesn't have email.

Such face-to-face complaints makes us
wonder how many other previously-certified
sidecar instructors don't know what's going on,
or get incorrect news because they aren't
USCA members. We don't know how many
instructors currently are members of the
USCA.

We're suspecting that e-mail may be a
more productive way to communicate with
sidecar instructors. E-mail is rapidly becoming
the standard for instructor communication.
Some of the columns have been expanded for
inclusion on the USCA/SSP/SIC Internet
website www.sidecar.com. If you haven't been
there yet, check it out.

If you are a currently certified instructor,
you depend mostly upon this column for your
SSP information, and you don't use email,
please make a point of letting us know. We
don't want to cut anyone out of the information
loop, but if this column isn't doing the job, it's
time to eliminate the effort.

Whether we stay or go, we sincerely thank
the USCA for offering this space to the SSP
for the past five years.
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Coming Events
Event listings should be sent to: USCA Coming

Events, P.O. Box 132, Rainier, OR 97048-0132. Mail
your event listing in advance of the listed deadline
found on page 30, to assure inclusion. We can't include
your event unless we know about it and have the listing
on time.

Rally organizers for general interest motorcycle
rallies (non sidecar rallies) should specify if specific
events and awards are included for attending sidecars.
If not, these are the first listings that get dropped if
space gets tight. These rally organizers should keep in
mind that USCA is primarily sidecar event oriented as
opposed to brand oriented.

November 19-21, 1999, CYCLE WORLD 2000
International Motorcycle Show. Dallas Convention
Center, 650 South Griffin, Dallas, Texas.

November 26-28, 1999, CYCLE WORLD 2000
International Motorcycle Show. Long Beach
Convention Center, 300 East Ocean Blvd., Long
Beach, California.

December 3-5, 1999, CYCLE WORLD 2000 Interna-
tional  Motorcycle Show. Washington State Football
Stadium & Exhibit Center, Occidental Ave., South,
Seattle, Washington.

December 4, 1999, Bigfoot Christmas Dinner Party.
Info: Joan and Barry Baldwin (604)531-5160.

December 10-12, 1999, CYCLE WORLD 2000
International Motorcycle Show. San Mateo County
Expo Center, 2495 South Delaware St., San Mateo,
California.

January 1, 2000, Annual Polar Bear Run. H-D of Crete, noon sign-up, ride 1:00p.m., 1048 Main St., Crete,
Illinois. Info: Northern Illinois Sidecarists, Ron Gardner (815)476-0327.

January 14-16, 2000, CYCLE WORLD 2000 International Motorcycle Show. America's Center, 701 Convention
Plaza, St. Louis, Missouri.

January 21-23, 2000, CYCLE WORLD 2000 International Motorcycle Show. Philadelphia Convention Center,
One Convention Center Place, 1101 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

January 28-30, 2000, CYCLE WORLD 2000 International Motorcycle Show. IX Center, 6200 Riverside Dr.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

August 3-6, 2000, United Sidecar Association and Canadian Sidecar Owners Club, International 2000 Sidecar
Rally, Kentucky Horsepark, Lexington, Kentucky. Info: John and Jean Kennedy, 1648 Donelwal Dr., Lexing-
ton, KY 40511.(606) 389-6786 evenpgs, (606) 323-6097 daytime. e-mail; mjkenn00@pop.uky.edu
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Classifieds
Classified advertisers should use the classi-

fied ad form,  Using the ad form gives an ad 150
characters and spaces, and the advertiser name,
address and phone number are included for free.

Ads just typed on a sheet of paper, usually
tend to run close to double length, and are re-
turned to either be edited to space by the adver-
tiser, or for additional payment.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:
BMW R110065 '95, Al Jesse bags, tank bag, full

instruments; with Flexit sidecar '98 black -
steers like a heavy solo bike! $17000.
(970)482-6874. cotton@atmos.colostate.edu
William Cotton, P.O. Box 74, Bellvue, CO
80512.

1985 Yamaha Venture Royale with Motorvation
sidecar, 1200cc 52,000 miles, excellent condi-
tion $5,000 or best offer. (814)371-3131
located in PA. Carol Massey, 1258 Treasure
Lk., Du Bois, PA 15801.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1988 GL1500/Formula II Ltd., 15 inch rear

wheel, aux. tank, EZ Steer, backrest, prog.
suspension, covers. $9,500.00. Richard
Walther, 714 Jeffrey Place, Los Alamos, NM
87544. (505)672-9172.

1986 Kaw. Voyager, 1200, 51K, Motorvation
frame home built Alum. cargo body, many
extras. $3,500. Will deliver up to 400 mi. Call
for photo. Ed Millray, 3670 Hearne Ave.,
Kingman, AZ 86401. (520)692-9413.

1995 Triumph Speed Triple, 11K, new tires,
chain, sprocket, pipe, jetted, extras, $5,600
OBO. Must sell. (414)768-7262. Dennis
Magnuson, 1638 Michigan Ave., So. Milwau-
kee, WI 53172.
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Manufacturers & Services
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
11 Mar.1996 May-Jun 1996
06 May 1996 Jul-Aug 1996
01 Jul  1996 Sep-Oct 1996
09 Sep 1996 Nov-Dec 1996
11 Nov 1996 Jan-Feb 1997
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Bookshop
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